
OUTDOOR OVENSOUTDOOR OVENS

The All New Outdoor  
Wood Fired Oven  that, is 

Strong, Stylish and Versatile!

One to “Fire Up”
Your Imagination...™

Retailer Information

Some assembly is required.  

Easy instructions are provided on purchase.

Below are the dimensions of the Oven: 

Dimensions:

200kg weight   

6 mm Steel Plate Constructions throughout

With Stand (outside dimensions) - 2mtrs high - 800mm wide - 500mm deep 

Inside Cooking area - 300mm high - 600mm wide - 490mm deep 

Stand Alone Oven is 800mm high - 800mm wide - 500mm deep (without flue) 

Ovens come with Quality Fire Bricks and Kiln Grade Insulation 

So you don’t have  to wait for the pleasure of 

using your  “JAGRD Outdoor Oven”  straight 

away, as an introductory offer, we will also 

add a “Pizza Kit” along with your order!

OUTDOOR OVENSOUTDOOR OVENS



After taking into account all the years we have been cooking 

with an “Outdoor Wood Fired Oven”, on the road sharing our 

delicious “JAGRD Wood Fired Pizza”, and seeing what was being 

offered to you, for use at home, we now bring to the market a 

stylish, strong, and practical “Out-door Oven”, one that will be 

passed down from generation, to generation..!

Our first priority was to create plenty of cooking area in our Oven, 

in doing so we have accommodated for lots of entertaining, 

providing Two Cooking Levels, enabling 4 Large baking trays  

to be working for you at one time…  

NEW OUTDOOR OVENS, 
NOW AVAILABLE!

Placing Your Meat, or Fish, on the top shelf, will allow you to  

slow smoke your foods, with the Oven taking as little as 30mins  

to reach a temperature of 250 - 300 degrees, and one milk crate  

of wood giving you a cooking time of approximately 4hrs… 

Coming with its own mobile trolley, (detachable if you wish to 

build it into an existing outdoor kitchen), makes relocating the 

Oven at any time a breeze, and the perfect opportunity to have it 

nice and close on those cold winter nights, taking full advantage 

of your “Open Fire”, as a Patio Heater..!  

Your “JAGRD Outdoor Oven” is so versatile; it can be used for 

baking your breads, cakes, roasting, pizzas, fish and so much 

more, the Only Limitation, will be Your Imagination!!

Wanting to keep things at Home,  our materials  

are sourced here throughout Australia, making 

sure all materials are strong and trustworthy…  

This allowing us to Design an “Outdoor Oven”  

that suits couples, right through to entertaining 

a growing circle of family and friends, 

and you could be ready to feed the 

hungry hordes within the hour of 

receiving your Oven..! 


